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EXHIBIT 5 
 

Additions are underlined; deleted text is [in brackets] 
 

FEE SCHEDULE OF THE CHICAGO STOCK EXCHANGE, INC. 
 

* * * 
 

FEES, ASSESSMENTS, CREDITS AND REBATES 
 

* * * 
 

Q. SNAP Incentive Program (“SAIP”) 
 
The SAIP shall begin on the operative date of the SNAP functionality, shall be divided 
into two consecutive parts and shall conclude at the end of Part 2, as described below.  
 
For each SNAP Cycle initiated by a Start SNAP order, the Exchange shall attribute to the 
Participant that submitted the initiating Start SNAP order an SAIP rebate based on the 
total number of shares executed (“eligible executed shares”) -1- within the Matching 
System during the stage four Order Matching Period and -2- away during the stage three 
Pricing and Satisfaction Period, if such away executions are confirmed during the same 
stage three Pricing and Satisfaction Period, pursuant to the following table: 
 

 Rate Cap per SNAP Cycle 

Part 1* $0.0050 per eligible executed 
share 

$250.00 

Part 2** $0.0025 per eligible executed 
share 

$125.00 

 
*Part 1 will end upon attribution of the SAIP rebate (or rebates, if two or more SNAP 
Cycles with eligible executed shares were initiated in different securities at precisely the 
same time) that results in either -1- $50,000 of total rebates attributed or -2- over $50,000 
total rebates attributed if the total rebates attributed immediately prior to the attribution of 
the relevant SAIP rebate(s) was less than $50,000. 
  
**Part 2 will end upon attribution of the SAIP rebate (or rebates, if two or more SNAP 
Cycles with eligible executed shares were initiated in different securities at precisely the 
same time) that results in either -1- $100,000 of total rebates attributed or -2- over 
$100,000 total rebates attributed if the total rebates attributed immediately prior to the 
attribution of the relevant SAIP rebate(s) was less than $100,000. 
 

* * * 
 


